Conformational free energy modeling of druglike molecules by metadynamics in the WHIM space.
Protein-ligand affinities can be significantly influenced not only by the interaction itself but also by conformational equilibrium of both binding partners, free ligand and free protein. Identification of important conformational families of a ligand and prediction of their thermodynamics is important for efficient ligand design. Here we report conformational free energy modeling of nine small-molecule drugs in explicitly modeled water by metadynamics with a bias potential applied in the space of weighted holistic invariant molecular (WHIM) descriptors. Application of metadynamics enhances conformational sampling compared to unbiased molecular dynamics simulation and allows to predict relative free energies of key conformations. Selected free energy minima and one example of transition state were tested by a series of unbiased molecular dynamics simulation. Comparison of free energy surfaces of free and target-bound Imatinib provides an estimate of free energy penalty of conformational change induced by its binding to the target.